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We have reconstructed the radiative decays xb1P ! Y1Sg and xb2P ! Y1Sg in pp colli-
sions at
p
s  1.8 TeV, and measured the fraction of Y1S mesons that originate from these decays.
For Y1S mesons with pYT . 8.0 GeVc, the fractions that come from xb1P and xb2P decays are
27.1 6 6.9stat 6 4.4syst% and 10.5 6 4.4stat 6 1.4syst%, respectively. We have derived the
fraction of directly produced Y1S mesons to be 50.9 6 8.2stat 6 9.0syst%.
PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 14.40.Gx
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The large discrepancies between the charmonium pro-
duction cross sections measured by the Collider Detector
at Fermilab (CDF) [1] and the predictions of the color sin-
glet model (CSM) can be explained in a theoretical frame-
work based on nonrelativistic QCD [2]. In this model,
originally developed to describe rigorously the decay of
heavy quarkonium states, the production process is factor-
ized into short distance cross sections to produce the heavy
quark pair, and long distance matrix elements, describing
their binding into the quarkonium state. These matrix ele-
ments must be determined from experimental data but are
assumed to be independent of the reaction and can be used
to predict other processes. A consequence of this approach,
when applied to charmonium production in pp collisions,
is the realization that cc pairs, produced at short distance in
a color-octet state, are responsible for the bulk of the cross
section. In the bottomonium sector CDF has measured the
inclusive production cross section of Y1S, Y2S, and
Y3S. The prediction of CSM underestimates the mea-
sured rate, although by a smaller amount than found for
charmonium [3]. Color-octet contributions can account for
the discrepancies, but data on the inclusive Y cross section
alone are not enough to extract the matrix elements without
assumptions [4]. In order to do this, one needs to separate
experimentally the Y’s produced directly from those aris-
ing from the decays of heavier mesons.
In this Letter we report a study of the reaction
pp ! xbX, xb ! Y1Sg, and Y1S ! m1m2 atp
s  1.8 TeV using CDF. This analysis, based on
approximately 90 pb21 of data collected during the
1994–1995 collider run, describes the first observation of
xb mesons at a hadron collider. Since the branching frac-
tions for xb decays into other modes containing an Y1S
are expected to be small, this study allows us to measure
the contribution of xb decays to Y1S production. Even
though Y mesons can be reconstructed at CDF throughout
the low pYT region, we perform this measurement only
for pYT . 8.0 GeVc because at lower p
Y
T the photon
emitted in the radiative xb decay is not energetic enough
to be detected efficiently. In this analysis we do not study
transitions of xb mesons to Y2S because photons from
this decay have even lower energy.
The CDF detector has been described in detail elsewhere
[5]. The events used in this analysis were collected with a
three-level trigger system which selects events consistent
with the presence of two muons. The first level required
that two candidates be observed in the muon chambers.
The second level required that two or more charged par-
ticle tracks, partially reconstructed in the central tracking
chamber (CTC) using a fast processor, matched within 15±
in f (the azimuthal angle) the muon candidates. The third
level required better precision on the azimuthal matching
and required the dimuon invariant mass to be between 8.5
and 11.4 GeVc2.
To identify Y’s we select pairs of oppositely charged
muon candidates with pT . 2.0 GeVc2. Since Y
mesons do not originate from long-lived particles [6],
we constrain the muon tracks to originate from the
primary interaction point to improve mass resolution.
Figure 1 shows the resulting dimuon invariant mass
distribution after the requirement that the muon pair has
pT m1m2 . 8.0 GeVc. The three peaks correspond
to the Y1S, Y2S, and Y3S resonances. Because
of the trigger and muon acceptance, the pseudorapidity
of the muon pairs is limited to the central region, cor-
responding approximately to jhm1m2j , 0.7, where
h  2 lntanu2 and u is the polar angle with respect
to the beam axis. A muon pair is considered an Y1S
candidate if its invariant mass is in the signal region de-
fined by 9300 MeVc2 , Mm1m2 , 9600 MeVc2;
this selection yields a sample of 2186 events. The number
of background events in this sample is obtained by fitting
the invariant mass distribution to a polynomial plus three
Gaussians and integrating the function associated with the
background in the signal region. The resulting number of
Y1S mesons is 1462 6 55.
Photon candidates are selected by demanding a trans-
verse energy deposition of at least 0.7 GeV in a cell of
the central electromagnetic calorimeter and a signal in the
fiducial volume of the proportional chambers (CES) which
are embedded in the calorimeter at a depth of six radia-
tion lengths. The fiducial volume requirement ensures that
the shower is fully contained in a cell. The location of
the signal in the CES chambers and the event interaction
point determine the direction of the photon momentum;
its magnitude is the energy deposited in the calorimeter.
We correct the photon energy for the energy lost in the
FIG. 1. The invariant mass distribution of muon pairs after the
selection described in the text. Region S is the Y1S signal
region; region B defines the Y1S sidebands. The solid line is
the function used to fit the data; the dotted line is the function
used to calculate the number of background events in the signal
region.
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material in front of the calorimeter based on a simulation
of the detector response to photons. For low energy pho-
tons the average correction factor varies from 1.03 to 1.14
depending on the polar angle. We have verified that the
simulation is trustworthy by comparing the simulated elec-
tron response with the response of electrons from photon
conversions found in the data.
To reduce the combinatorial background resulting from
multiple photon candidates per event we apply the follow-
ing isolation requirements to the photon: (a) no charged
particle track should point to the photon cell, (b) only one
CES cluster should be associated with the cell, and (c) the
total electromagnetic energy in the eight cells neighboring
the photon must be less than 0.5 GeV. The Y1S is
combined with all remaining photons within the 90± cone
around the Y1S, and the invariant mass difference,
DM  Mm1m2g 2 Mm1m2, is calculated. The
DM distribution, after the cut pYT . 8.0 GeVc, is shown
in Fig. 2. There are two well separated signals; their
masses and widths are consistent with expectations based
on a simulation of the radiative decays of the xb1P
and xb2P mesons. The individual angular momentum
states of the xb’s J  0, 1, 2, however, cannot be
resolved.
FIG. 2. The mass difference distribution, DM 
Mm1m2g 2 Mm1m2, after the selection described
in the text. The points represent the data. The shaded his-
togram is the background shape predicted by the Monte Carlo
calculation. The solid line is the fit of the data to two Gaussian
functions plus the background histogram. The inset shows the
comparison between the DM distribution for dimuons in the
Y1S sidebands (region B in Fig. 1) and the corresponding one
predicted by the Monte Carlo calculation; the two distributions
are normalized to equal area, and the vertical scale is arbitrary.
The size of the bin is the same in both figures.
The shape of the background, resulting from combina-
tions of the Y1S with photons unassociated with xb de-
cays, is obtained with a Monte Carlo method that uses
Y1S candidate events as input. We consider as sources
of photons: (a) decays of p0 that are not from h or K0S
decays, (b) h decays, and (c) K0S decays. These sources
are simulated by replacing each charged particle in the
event, other than the two muons, with a p0, h, or K0S with
probabilities proportional to 4:2:1. These proportions fol-
low from isospin symmetry and the ratios K6p6  0.25,
hp0  0.5 [7]. Uncertainties in these ratios are consid-
ered as sources of systematic uncertainty. The response
of the detector to the photons resulting from the decay
of these embedded neutral particles is calculated using a
Monte Carlo simulation. Applying the xb reconstruction
to these events results in a mass distribution that mod-
els the shape of the background. This model was tested
by comparing the Monte Carlo distribution obtained us-
ing events in the mass sidebands of the Y1S peak, with
the corresponding distribution obtained directly from the
data where there should be no xb signal. The two distri-
butions agree well, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2. The
number of xb signal events is determined by fitting the
data DM distribution to the sum of the background dis-
tribution, with an unconstrained normalization, and two
Gaussian functions associated with the signals. The mass
resolution was fixed to the value calculated by the simula-
tion (60 and 93 MeVc2). The fit results in 35.3 6 9.0
and 28.5 6 12.0 signal events for xb1P and xb2P,
respectively.
The fraction of Y1S mesons originating from xb de-








where Nxb and NY are the numbers of reconstructed xb
and Y1S mesons, respectively, AgY is the probability to
reconstruct the photon once the Y1S is found, and eg is
the efficiency of the isolation cuts.
The photon acceptance, A
g
Y , is the product of the proba-
bility that the photon is within the fiducial volume and the
reconstruction efficiency of the fiducial photon. The geo-
metric acceptance is determined by using a Monte Carlo
simulation, where xb’s are generated uniformly in pseu-
dorapidity, and with a pT distribution equal to the mea-
sured Y1S spectrum [3]. The xb ! Y1Sg decay is
generated with a uniform angular distribution in the xb
rest frame. The Y1S ! m1m2 decay is also generated
uniformly in the Y1S rest frame, and the trigger simu-
lation is applied to the decay muons. Uncertainties asso-
ciated with the pT spectrum used for the production of xb
mesons and with the unknown xb polarization are con-
sidered as sources of systematic uncertainty. The photon
reconstruction efficiency is obtained from the data by ap-
plying the photon requirements, except for the isolation
cuts, to a sample of electrons from photon conversions se-
lected using only tracking information. This efficiency is
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then corrected for the known differences in the detector
response between photons and electrons. The reconstruc-
tion efficiency rises from 17% to 85% for a photon with
ET ranging from 0.7 to 1.4 GeV. For pYT . 8.0 GeVc,
the photon acceptance is 0.142 6 0.004stat and 0.284 6
0.006stat for xb1P and xb2P, respectively. The large
difference is entirely due to the mass difference between
the parent particles, resulting in different photon energies.
To study the effect of the isolation cuts we use a Monte
Carlo method that uses Y1S candidate events as input.
For each event, we generate a vector distributed accord-
ing to the angular distribution of the photon, relative to
the Y1S momentum, obtained by simulating the decay
xb ! Y1Sg. The probability that the isolation require-
ments are satisfied when applied to the calorimeter cell
intercepted by the vector gives the cut efficiency. Since
there are background events in the Y1S signal region, we
measure the efficiency in the signal and sideband regions
and derive the efficiency associated with Y1S mesons.
The resulting efficiency is eg  0.627 6 0.013stat for
xb1P and eg  0.651 6 0.013stat for xb2P; the
difference is due to the different kinematics of the de-
cays. We assume that this efficiency, calculated from the
inclusive sample of Y1S events, is applicable to the sub-
sample of interest, where the Y1S originates from a xb .
This assumption is supported by a study using samples of
Jc events. We calculate eg using the inclusive sample of
Jc events, with the Monte Carlo method just described,
and independently using a pure sample of Jc from xc de-
cay. The latter is the sample of xc ! Jcg reconstructed
by requiring the photon to convert into an electron-positron
pair. In this sample we measure the efficiency by apply-
ing the isolation cuts to the calorimeter cell which would
have been hit by the photon, had it not converted [8]. This
measurement yields an efficiency of 0.57 6 0.06stat; the
Monte Carlo calculation is in good agreement, yielding an
efficiency of 0.56 6 0.01stat.
The systematic uncertainty on FY1Sxb associated with
the xb production and decay model is estimated by vary-
ing the shape of the pT spectrum as well as the decay an-
gular distribution to account for fully polarized xb’s; the
uncertainty is 613% for xb1P and 69% for xb2P.
The uncertainty in the determination of Nxb is 67% for
xb1P and 69% for xb2P. This includes the effect of
varying the p0, h, and K0S composition in our background
model from 4:2:1 to all p0, and a variation of 62% of
the calorimeter energy scale used in the simulation. It also
includes the effect of varying the resolution of the Gaus-
sians used in the fit by 66%, the uncertainty on the reso-
lution. An uncertainty of 66% for xb1P and 63%
for xb2P is associated with the estimation of the de-
tector response difference between photons and electrons.
An additional 64% uncertainty arises from the statisti-
cal and systematic uncertainties associated with eg . We
combine these uncertainties, assuming they are indepen-
dent, into a total systematic uncertainty of 616.4% for
xb1P and 613.7% for xb2P. The fractions of Y1S
mesons, with pYT . 8.0 GeVc, which come from xb1P
and xb2P decays, are 27.1 6 6.9stat 6 4.4syst%
and 10.5 6 4.4stat 6 1.4syst%, respectively.
To calculate the fraction of directly produced Y1S
mesons we must estimate the fraction of Y1S’s associ-
ated with sources other than xb1P and xb2P. We cal-
culate the contribution due to Y2S, Y3S ! Y1Spp
using a Monte Carlo simulation of these decays normal-
ized with the Y2S and Y3S cross section measured in
this experiment [3]. We find that the fraction of Y1S’s,
with pYT . 8.0 GeVc, from Y2S and Y3S decays, is
10.717.724.8% and 0.8
10.6
20.4%, respectively. An additional
contribution could be associated with the yet unobserved
xb3P mesons. These states are predicted to lie below
BB̄ threshold and to decay radiatively to Y1S, Y2S,
and Y3S. An upper limit on the fraction of Y1S’s
from xb3P decays can be calculated with the conserva-
tive assumption that all Y3S mesons in our data come
from xb3P decays. To estimate the contribution to
Y1S, relative to Y3S, we have used a theoretical cal-
culation of the radiative decay widths of the xb3P [9]
and the detector simulation to take into account the effect
of the trigger and kinematical cuts. Our estimate is that
fewer than 6% of the Y1S’s, with pYT . 8.0 GeVc,
arise from xb3P decays. We derive the fraction of di-
rectly produced Y1S mesons according to the equation
F
Y1S




Y , where F
Y1S
Y is the frac-
tion of Y1S’s from Y2S and Y3S. Systematic un-
certainties on F
Y1S
dir arise from uncertainties on the Y2S
cross section and branching fractions. Our upper limit on
the contribution from xb3P decays is also considered
a systematic uncertainty, and is added in quadrature to
the negative error. We find F
Y1S
dir  50.9 6 8.2stat 6
9.0syst% for pYT . 8.0 GeVc.
In conclusion, we have measured the fraction of Y1S
mesons originating from xb decays and derived the
fraction of directly produced Y1S’s. We find that
27.1 6 6.9stat 6 4.4syst% of all Y1S mesons
with pYT . 8.0 GeVc come from xb1P decays,
10.5 6 4.4stat 6 1.4syst% come from xb2P
decays, and 50.9 6 8.2stat 6 9.0syst% are directly
produced. A calculation based on the color singlet
model [10] predicts a contribution of about 41% from
xb1P, and 13% from xb2P, for pYT . 8.0 GeVc.
This measurement will allow the determination of the
matrix elements associated with the production of xb1P,
xb2P, and Y1S mesons, thus providing information
on color-octet contributions in bottomonium production.
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